### ALTA

*UNESCO World Heritage Site: Rock Art of Alta, Finnmark, Norway

For more information about this destination please visit [http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/352](http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/352).

---

**Random Ashlar Pattern**

**3 Piece Module**

CleftStone RAS-010

---

1. Photocopy this pattern request form.
2. Provide your contact information.
   
   **Company:**
   **Contact:**
   **Tel:**
   **Fax:**
   **PO #:**
   **CSW #:**

3. Provide an approximate square footage required to satisfy the job and select a stone.

   Add 10% or more to the total area to account for damaged tiles, color and texture selection, special cutting requirements and extra material for future repairs. We may adjust your quantities to reflect whole patterns. Minimum order is one pattern.

   - **SqFt:**
   - **Stone:**

4. Choose either a straight-cut or tumbled finish.

   We can tumble up to a 16" modules, and can provide hand-finished and chipped edges for larger sizes.

   - [ ] Straight Cut
   - [ ] Tumbled (16" and smaller)
   - [ ] Chipped

5. Identify the desired module size.

   Please note, that for an additional cost, mesh assembly is available for smaller modules.

   - [ ] 24XALTA
   - [ ] 12XALTA
   - [ ] 08XALTA
   - [ ] 16XALTA
   - [ ] 06XALTA
   - [ ] 04XALTA

6. Select the desired grout width.

   Rustic joints are recommended for African, Chinese & Indian stone. Refined joints are recommended for Brazilian and Turkish Stones. Extra tight joints, typically 1/8" smaller, are available for most stones.

   - [ ] Standard Rustic
   - [ ] Standard Refined
   - [ ] Extra Tight

7. Provide any additional notes or information

---

**Modular Size** | **SqFt./Module** | **Piece 1** | **Piece 2** | **Piece 3** | **Standard Grout Joints** | **Price Code**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
24XALTA | 7.00 SqFt. | 24" X 24" | 12" X 24" | 12" X 12" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 24XALTA
16XALTA | 3.11 SqFt. | 16" X 16" | 08" X 16" | 08" X 08" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 16XALTA
12XALTA | 1.75 SqFt. | 12" X 12" | 06" X 12" | 04" X 04" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 12XALTA
08XALTA | 0.78 SqFt. | 08" X 08" | 04" X 08" | 04" X 04" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 08XALTA
06XALTA | 0.44 SqFt. | 06" X 06" | 03" X 06" | 03" X 03" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 06XALTA
04XALTA | 0.19 SqFt. | 04" X 04" | 02" X 04" | 02" X 02" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 04XALTA

---

*The CleftStone Works has chosen to use UNESCO World Heritage sites as inspiration for the names of its patterns which feature beautiful natural stones from destinations around the globe. We encourage interested parties to learn more about the worlds cultural and natural heritage at [http://whc.unesco.org/](http://whc.unesco.org/).*
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**Random Ashlar Pattern**

**3 Piece Module**

CleftStone RAS-010
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1. Photocopy this pattern request form.
2. Provide your contact information.

   **Company:**
   **Contact:**
   **Tel:**
   **Fax:**
   **PO #:**
   **CSW #:**

3. Provide an approximate square footage required to satisfy the job and select a stone.

   Add 10% or more to the total area to account for damaged tiles, color and texture selection, special cutting requirements and extra material for future repairs. We may adjust your quantities to reflect whole patterns. Minimum order is one pattern.

   - **SqFt:**
   - **Stone:**

4. Choose either a straight-cut or tumbled finish.

   We can tumble up to a 16" modules, and can provide hand-finished and chipped edges for larger sizes.

   - [ ] Straight Cut
   - [ ] Tumbled (16" and smaller)
   - [ ] Chipped

5. Identify the desired module size.

   Please note, that for an additional cost, mesh assembly is available for smaller modules.

   - [ ] 24XALTA
   - [ ] 12XALTA
   - [ ] 08XALTA
   - [ ] 16XALTA
   - [ ] 06XALTA
   - [ ] 04XALTA

6. Select the desired grout width.

   Rustic joints are recommended for African, Chinese & Indian stone. Refined joints are recommended for Brazilian and Turkish Stones. Extra tight joints, typically 1/8" smaller, are available for most stones.

   - [ ] Standard Rustic
   - [ ] Standard Refined
   - [ ] Extra Tight

7. Provide any additional notes or information

---

**Modular Size** | **SqFt./Module** | **Piece 1** | **Piece 2** | **Piece 3** | **Standard Grout Joints** | **Price Code**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
24XALTA | 7.00 SqFt. | 24" X 24" | 12" X 24" | 12" X 12" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 24XALTA
16XALTA | 3.11 SqFt. | 16" X 16" | 08" X 16" | 08" X 08" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 16XALTA
12XALTA | 1.75 SqFt. | 12" X 12" | 06" X 12" | 04" X 04" | 3/8" Rustic or 1/4" Refined | 12XALTA
08XALTA | 0.78 SqFt. | 08" X 08" | 04" X 08" | 04" X 04" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 08XALTA
06XALTA | 0.44 SqFt. | 06" X 06" | 03" X 06" | 03" X 03" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 06XALTA
04XALTA | 0.19 SqFt. | 04" X 04" | 02" X 04" | 02" X 02" | 1/4" Rustic or 3/16" Refined | 04XALTA

---

*The CleftStone Works has chosen to use UNESCO World Heritage sites as inspiration for the names of its patterns which feature beautiful natural stones from destinations around the globe. We encourage interested parties to learn more about the worlds cultural and natural heritage at [http://whc.unesco.org/](http://whc.unesco.org/).*